Worksheet 2. Vocabulary review

Complete the sentences. Circle the correct word in parentheses.

1. The airline captain is a (pilot / flight attendant).
2. Foreign means from (your / another) country.
3. A fortune teller is a person who (predicts / remembers) the future.
4. A newscaster (announces / predicts) the news.
5. An example of a scientist is an (astronomer / accountant).
6. Folks is an (formal / informal) word for people.
7. A score against us means that we are (losing / winning) the game.
8. When you improve your strength, it means that you become (stronger / smarter).
9. When there isn’t any ice left, it means that there (was / wasn’t) ice earlier.
10. When the government raises taxes, you (get / pay) more money.